Abstract Ⅲ The 'new genetics' (or genomics) has penetrated overwhelmingly into a broad range of domains in the contemporary world, spawning a technocultural revolution in relation to genes that has transformed technologies, institutions, practices and ideologies. The 'new genetics' has not only reshaped the biological, cultural and social loci in the immediate surroundings of individuals, but also reconfigures wide-ranging macro-social, historical and political relations. In this article we approach the technocultural revolution surrounding the 'new genetics' by means of a case study on the overlapping of race, genomics, identities and politics in Brazil. We analyze how the 'new genetics' extends far beyond the biological dimension to become an arena for dispute in which historical, social and political elements are present. Specifically, we will analyze the debate over the results of a survey that aimed to shed light on the 'genetic origins of Brazilians' based on the sequencing of parts of mitochondrial DNA and the Y chromosome. By focusing on how this survey was received, we will explore some of the new, intense and abundant forms of relations between 'nature/genetics' and 'culture/society', in which DNA appears as an outstanding player in the dispute between modalities for interpreting and transforming social and political realities.
Introduction
The 'new genetics' (or genomics) has penetrated overwhelmingly into a broad range of domains in the contemporary world, spawning a technocultural revolution in relation to genes that has transformed technologies, institutions, practices and ideologies (Brodwin, 2002; Lindee et al., 2003; Rabinow, 1992) . As highlighted by Lindee et al. (2003: 14) , 'genetics in practice is plastic and contingent, embedded deeply in culture, time, and place'. The 'new genetics' not only reshapes the biological, cultural and social loci in the immediate surroundings of individuals, but also reconfigures wide-ranging macro-social, historical and political relations. Lippman (1991) refers to 'geneticization' to approach this array of transformations and generation of new meanings in the sphere of Western societies, for which the 'new genetics' is a key base and important driving element. Paul Rabinow (1992) argues that this growing impregnation of society by the 'new genetics' will bring (or has already brought) transformations on an unprecedented scale, since 'it will be embedded throughout the social fabric at the microlevel by medical practices and a variety of other discourses ' (p. 241) . Along similar lines, Brodwin (2002: 324) emphasizes that the emerging genetic knowledge presents the potential to transform notions of coherence and identities, since it is so closely associated with the establishment of patterns of ancestry and descent.
In this article we approach the technocultural revolution surrounding the 'new genetics' by means of a case study on the overlapping of race, genomics, identities and politics in Brazil. We analyze how the 'new genetics' extends far beyond the biological dimension to become an arena for dispute in which historical, social and political elements are present. In the case analyzed herein, as stated by Lindee et al. (2003: 14) , 'genes are resources for many different groups, deployed to resolve longstanding disputes among race, negotiate international trade, explain historical events inacessible in any other way, and contest oppression and racism'. Specifically, we will analyze the debate over the results of a survey that aimed to shed light on the 'genetic origins of Brazilians' based on the sequencing of parts of mitochondrial DNA and the Y chromosome. By focusing on how this survey was received, we will explore some of the new, intense and abundant forms of relations between 'nature/genetics' and 'culture/society', in which DNA appears as an outstanding player in the dispute between modalities for interpreting and transforming social and political realities.
Situating the issue
An oil painting, 'The Redemption of Ham' ('A Redenção de Can') ( Figure  1 ), by the Spanish-Brazilian painter Modesto Brocos y Gómez, of the National Fine Arts Museum's collection in Rio de Janeiro, is quite wellknown to historians, sociologists and anthropologists who study the interfaces of race, science and society in Brazil. Four figures are portrayed in the painting against a backdrop of a wattle-and-daub wall, common in the poor rural areas of Brazil. An elderly black woman stands, looking up with her hands half raised, as if she were thanking heaven for some divine gift. At the other end of the scene, on the right, seated and with his back partly turned, is a man about 30 to 35 years old. White complexioned, his appearance is reminiscent of an Iberian or Mediterranean immigrant. The center of the picture is occupied by a mother-son pair. Like the others, they were painted with quite expressive posture: the mother (phenotypically mulatto) reminds one of a Renaissance Madonna with a (white-skinned) Baby Jesus in her lap.
Brocos y Gómez painted the picture in 1895, less than 10 years after the Imperial Emancipation Proclamation or 'Golden Law' abolished slavery in Brazil (1888) and a few years after the beginning of the Republic (1889). 'The Redemption of Ham' is usually interpreted as expressing the ideal of racial 'whitening': the old black woman thanks God that her daughter, a light-skinned mulatto (and therefore partly whitened), has married a white immigrant and given birth to a white grandson (see Seyferth, 1985) . At the end of the 19th century, in the midst of debate over the abolition of slavery and the availability of labor in Brazil, there was a Brazilian government campaign to attract European immigrants to replace black labor with a wave of imported workers. The policy sought, in the medium and long term, to 'improve' Brazilian racial stock, 'whitening' the nation through the cross-breeding of future generations (Graham, 1990; Maio and Santos, 1996; Seyferth, 1985; Skidmore, 1993 Skidmore, [1974 ; Stepan 1991) .
In 1911, 'The Redemption of Ham' was used by the physician and anthropologist João Baptista de Lacerda, of the National Museum (Rio de Janeiro), to illustrate his paper 'Sur les Métis au Brésil', presented at the First World Congress on Race (Seyferth, 1985 ; see also Biddiss, 1971 ). Lacerda, a renowned scientist, continued on to London as official representative of the Brazilian government. His article argued that Brazil was on the road to 'whitening': through racial mixture, the Brazilian racial problem could be solved. According to Lacerda, after 100 years -around 2010, therefore by the early 21st century -there would no longer be any black people in Brazil. Through natural selection and the preferential crossing of blacks and mestizos with whites, the blood that flows in Brazilian veins would be purified. In Lacerda's paper, the reproduction of Brocos y Gómez's painting had the following caption: Le Nègre passant au blanc, à la troisième génération, par l'effect du croisement des races ('Black becoming white at the third generation, as an effect of racial cross-breeding') (Seyferth, 1985: 87) .
Recently, in April 2000, almost 90 years after Lacerda's article was published, 'The Redemption of Ham' appeared again in an article that discusses the biological composition and diversity of the Brazilian people. Written by Sérgio Pena et al. (2000) , a team of geneticists from the Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais in Belo Horizonte, and entitled 'Retrato molecular do Brasil' (Molecular Portrait of Brazil), the study uses the instruments of molecular genetics (mitochondrial DNA and the Y chromosome) to reconstitute the 'genetic origins of Brazilians'.
From the beginning of 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil', the question is, 'How much Amerindian, European, and African are there in each of us [Brazilians] ?' The research results indicate, among other things, that the blood samples of individuals who classify themselves as white presented a greater frequency of genetic markers (haplotypes of mitochondrial DNA) of African and/or Amerindian than of European origin. Symbolically speaking, the findings suggest that the child who is apparently white in the Brocos y Gómez painting, who represents the Brazilian people at the end of the 20th and beginning of the 21st century, is far from being effectively 'white'. If Lacerda predicted that we (Brazilians) would all finally be white by 2010, 21st-century genetics is far from providing support for his forecasts.
Since it was published, 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' has been the subject of articles in newspapers, weekly magazines and even television programs (Edward, 2000; Gaspari, 2000; Godoy, 2000; Leite, 2000, among others) . Local and international events may have helped increase the work's impact. It was no coincidence that the research results were published in April 2000, during the celebration of the 500th anniversary of the arrival of the Portuguese in Brazil. It may be no less significant that it nearly coincided with the publication in the USA and Europe of the conclusion of an important phase of the study on the human genome sequence by the Human Genome Project (HGP), with which it has some technical affinities. 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' is not the result of just any kind of scientific work; it results from the use of one of today's most highly visible branches of science.
In many circles in Brazil, 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' was warmly received as a demonstration of the potential of genetics to reconstitute the history of the Brazilian people. Columnist Elio Gaspari of the Folha de São Paulo referred to it as 'a phenomenal article . . . a real lesson and reason for being proud of Brazilian science'. He also wrote: 'It is the scientific proof of what Gilberto Freyre formulated in sociological terms,' in other words, the dimensions of miscegenation in Brazil (Gaspari, 2000: 14) .
But there was not a consensus about 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil'. To black militant Athayde Motta, the geneticists' research ('using high technology') is a 'simulacrum of scientific support' for the Brazilian 'myth of racial democracy'. Moreover, the results have an 'almost infinite potential for manipulation', including the possibility of 'bringing new blood to the dying myth of racial democracy' (Motta, 2000a (Motta, , 2000b or even becoming 'a pro-racial democracy campaign . . . a political and ideological discourse whose prime function is to maintain the state of racial inequalities in Brazil' (Motta, 2003) .
There is thus a strong tension between different perspectives, the ingredients of which include race, science, genetics, history and modes of interpreting Brazil, as well as activism and strategies to combat racism. In the context under study, the geneticists propose an interpretation of Brazilian society that emphasizes the non-existence of races, values miscegenation and strengthens the notion that racism should be combated through anti-racialism (rejection of the race concept). Yet such a perspective is far from being perceived as the only (or preferred) path to be followed; in the opinion of certain social segments it is actually seen as potentially oppressive.
Race, miscegenation and interpretations of Brazil
The theme of miscegenation played a central role in the debate on modernity in various multiracial societies, including Latin American ones. Beginning in the latter half of the 19th century, scientists, travelers and intellectuals shared the racialist belief that countries with marked racial heterogeneity were fated to undergo processes of degeneration. In the face of the fate announced by the learned European elites that the racially mixed nations would never be able to achieve civilization, the Latin American intelligentsia, while not failing to identify with the racial theories emanating from Europe, nevertheless sought to craft local solutions for their own racially complex realities (Graham, 1990; Stepan, 1991; Wade, 1997) . The Brazilian case is particularly rich and has been systematically studied (Graham, 1990; Maio and Santos, 1996; Schwarcz, 1993; Skidmore, 1993 Skidmore, [1974 ; Stepan, 1991) .
From the schematic point of view, it is possible to identify three main explanatory watersheds for the racial issue in the Brazilian intellectual tradition during the period ranging from the latter decades of the 19th century until the 1950s and 1960s, with spin-offs extending into the present. The first, the racial paradigm, was launched around 1870, with Silvio Romero as a major exponent. The second, the cultural paradigm, had Gilberto Freyre as its main representative, in the 1930s. The third, the social structure paradigm, basically emerged in the 1950s, with Florestan Fernandes as the key figure. The sociological watershed began in the late 1970s through studies by Carlos Hasenbalg, Nelson do Valle Silva, and others, and to a major extent still shapes the discussion on race in Brazil.
Silvio Romero was a keen reader of European output in the social sciences in the latter decades of the 19th century. In the field of literary activity, his main area of work, he challenged literary romanticism, especially criticizing its attempt to portray the nation by exalting the heroic legacy of the Brazilian Indian, an attempt which in his view had produced a distorted vision of Brazilian society. Romero also challenged the stylistic and rhetorical matrix of literary work, contending from a scientific perspective that Brazilian society should be analyzed by the 'natural determinations' that affect a people's culture (Candido, 1988 (Candido, [1945 ; Ortiz, 1985; Schwarcz, 1993: 153-5) . Within a broad range of conditioning elements, the racial element exerted the greatest impact on Romero's analyses. His emphasis on the racial explanatory key provided him the opportunity to both construct a reflection with the underpinnings of a scientific approach and to reveal a certain discomfort caused by the interpretation by various thinkers -such as Agassiz and Gobineau -who expressed their perplexity at Brazilian society's extensive and constitutive miscegenation.
According to Romero, it was pointless to remain on the level of debates concerning the possible costs and benefits of racial contacts; in his view, the Brazilian people's miscegenation was a predominantly social and cultural fact. Without dispensing racialized language, the author contended that 'the pure whites and the pure blacks that still exist in the country and that have still not mixed by blood are already miscegenated by their ideas and customs, and the study of popular habits and the language provides proof of this truth' (Romero, 1977 : 60-1). Nevertheless, Romero was contradictory in his diagnosis of Brazil. To the extent that Brazilian culture was in a process of formation, the author observed that the 'lack of national cohesion' in Brazil was, in his terms, 'an ethnic, physical, anthropological fact' (Romero, 1977 : 267) and that we would only witness the affirmation of a well-defined Brazilian national character at the end of a long process of racial fusion and selection, in which, due to their physical and mental 'superiority', whites would triumph (Romero, 1980 : 134-5). This formula, the 'ideology of whitening', which would later be defended by João Baptista de Lacerda, solved the impasse that racial theories had created for Brazilian national identity without entirely denying the gravity of the racial problems.
The ambivalences of Brazilian-style racial determinism entered into decline in the 1920s and 1930s. A range of authors and works is frequently identified as responsible for this turning point in Brazilian social thought, which would lend consistency to the so-called 'cultural paradigm'. From the point of view of overall evaluations, of major syntheses concerning Brazilian society, an outstanding example is Casa-Grande & Senzala (The Masters and the Slaves: A Study in the Development of Brazilian Civilization), launched in 1933 by Gilberto Freyre.
Casa-Grande & Senzala is a lengthy historical and sociological essay on the formation of Brazilian society by an intellectual who had studied social sciences with Franz Boas at Columbia University in the 1920s (Araújo, 1994; Fry, 2000; Needell, 1995; Ortiz, 1985; Skidmore, 1993 Skidmore, [1974 ). In what was to become a paradigmatic description, Antonio Candido (1995 Candido ( [1967 : 9-10) recorded the impact of Freyre's thinking on his generation (or the generation which began its intellectual output in the 1940s and 1950s); it was finally possible to view Brazil through different eyes, free of the limits imposed by racialist analyses. In the portrait provided by Freyre's view, miscegenation appeared as a crucial element in Brazil's national formation and was presented as a symbol of the relatively democratic and flexible nature of Brazilian culture.
A detailed analysis of the descriptions of race relations in Casa-Grande & Senzala shows a complex picture, including the 'tense but balanced' coexistence of the master's 'perversity' and his 'intimacy' with the slave. Freyre's sophisticated argument was more intricate than the supposedly 'idyllic' vision of Brazil's colonial past that many later attributed to him (see Araújo, 1994) . According to Freyre, the contrasts that joined in the complex set of relations between the plantation manor and the slave quarters in colonial Brazil included the tension between an economic system that divided the two poles in an extreme social hierarchy and an intimate contact illustrated by miscegenation.
Beginning in the 1930s, the efforts to find a scientific standard for researching aspects of Brazilian social reality were accompanied by major advances in the creation of university courses in the social sciences in the country's two main cities: Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. Affiliated with the University of São Paulo, Florestan Fernandes was an intellectual from this period who made a major contribution to the discussions on race and race relations. His participation in the research series on race relations in Brazil and sponsored by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) from 1950 to 1952 marked his reinvigorating intervention in the key debates in Brazilian social thought. This research series also included, among others, Roger Bastide, Charles Wagley, Marvin Harris, Thales de Azevedo, Luiz de Aguiar Costa Pinto and Oracy Nogueira. In the post-Holocaust context, the UNESCO study plan provided for research projects to be developed in various regions of Brazil, with a view towards presenting the world with the details of an experience in the field of racial interactions that was deemed unique and successful at the time, both in Brazil and in the United States and Europe (Maio, 2001 (Maio, , 2002 .
According to Fernandes (1972 Fernandes ( [1966 ), the pattern of Brazilian race relations depended much less on the intimate interaction between slaves and masters (tolerated during the colonial period) than on the rigidly stratified social structure of the society in which it was observed. In this view, the persistence of racial prejudice despite intense miscegenation in Brazil resulted from the incomplete transition in this society's historical evolution, from a social structure composed of strata and castes (characterizing the slavery period) to a class structure. The fact that Fernandes attributed the emergence of the Brazilian racial issue to structural mismatches in Brazilian social evolution suggests that although he viewed Freyre's optimism in a relative light, his own solution was not that different from it. Thus, the traditional pattern of race relations, defined as a 'persistence of the past', could be overcome to the extent that capitalist development in the 1950s, with the expansion of the job supply, would provide Brazilian blacks with unprecedented conditions for a rise in social status, whereby they would occupy a new position in the class structure (Fernandes, 1965; 1972 [1966 : 29-30).
Through the impact caused by Fernandes' critique of the myth of 'cooperation between the races', Gilberto Freyre's work, which had enjoyed great prestige in the 1930 and 1940s, ended up being challenged, viewed as erudite 'essayism' lacking a real scientific basis. His relatively positive diagnosis of Brazil's colonial legacy came to be interpreted as the most skillfully crafted representation of the conservative Brazilian northeastern agrarian elite. His 'racial democracy' was thus a kind of false consciousness, playing the role of impeding the alteration of the traditional Brazilian pattern of race relations. Instead of promoting tolerance, the belief that there was no discrimination in Brazil acted as a device for shirking the racial problem.
The challenging of the myth of racial democracy gained greater visibility in the 1970s with the sociological work of Carlos Hasenbalg and Nelson do Valle Silva, based on quantitative data on racial inequalities in Brazil. Their studies also criticized Florestan Fernandes' view of the premodern nature of Brazilian-style racism and the subsumption of the race category by that of class. Their first critique relates to Fernandes' view of racial prejudice as a vestige of the slave-owning legacy and the contention that, as such, racial prejudice would tend to disappear with the emergence of a capitalist, open and competitive society. In opposition to Fernandes' perspective, Hasenbalg (1979: 72-86) stated that prejudice and discrimination had undergone changes after the abolition of slavery, assuming new functions and meanings in the context of a capitalist social structure. Fernandes was also criticized for having valued the social class concept to the detriment of race in relations between individuals and groups. Statistically controlling the data to eliminate the effects of the social class variable, Hasenbalg and his associates' research proved that race (as a socially and historically elaborated attribute) continues to function as one of the most important criteria in the distribution of individuals in the Brazilian social hierarchy (Hasenbalg, 1985: 26-8) .
Beginning in the 1980s and 1990s, two perspectives in the field of racial studies gained increasing visibility. As pointed out by Costa (2002) , the first, closely related to the work of Hasenbalg and Silva, focuses on the investigation of existing asymmetries in race relations in Brazil, without overlooking such other determinants as class, gender, education and geographic space (Hasenbalg, 1979 (Hasenbalg, , 1985 Hasenbalg and Silva, 1988) . According to the second perspective, race becomes a prime category for understanding Brazilian societal dynamics, i.e. by means of the bipolar model (emphasis on inequalities between whites and blacks and on the racism/anti-racism dyad), race becomes the explanatory key for other social iniquities (Guimarães, 1999 (Guimarães, , 2000 Hanchard, 1994; Henriques, 2001; Winant, 1994) . Note that according to both views, the concept of race is considered crucial for understanding existing social disparities in Brazil.
Population genetics and studies on 'racial mixture' in Brazil
The field of genetics enjoyed noteworthy expansion in Brazil beginning in the 1950s. An important contributing factor was the consolidation of a university system and the training of a group of young scientists (several of them under the auspices of the Rockefeller Foundation) in foreign universities and laboratories. These scientists, upon returning to Brazil, set up and headed various research groups (Glick, 1994; Santos, 1996) . In human population genetics research in the latter half of the 20th century, a watershed that received wide attention in Brazil relates to studies on the genetic dynamics of situations of 'racial mixture'. 1 According to Sans (2000: 156) , Latin America is one of the most heavily researched regions in the world in this area. The review by Monica Sans highlights the prominent output of Brazilian geneticists in this field.
In an influential study from the 1960s, geneticists Francisco M. Salzano and Newton Freire-Maia highlight that Brazilian populations provide 'a unique opportunity for studying highly fascinating and complex problems ' (1967: 1) . Numerous studies were conducted in the 1960s and 1970s on 'racial mixture' in Brazil. They were based on an analysis of classical genetic markers, such as the Rh and Diego blood groups and Gm serum proteins (gamma globulins). According to their studies:
Brazilian populations are generally characterized by great genetic heterogeneity. . . . The heterogeneity derives from the contribution made by their formative racial groups. . . . Our populations are thus excellent material for a series of studies on intra-and inter-ethnic comparisons, as well as on the effects of miscegenation. (Salzano and Freyre-Maia, 1967: 157) Having provided this historical context, it is now possible to situate 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' within Brazilian sciences as a whole in recent decades. 'Portrait' can be considered one of the most recent chapters in a prominent research watershed in human population genetics that flourished in Brazil in the latter half of the 20th century. In addition, the research by Pena et al., together with other genetics studies (see Salzano and Bortolini, 2002) , innovate and expand the possibilities for analysis through the use of a new technical armamentarium provided by molecular biology. By sequencing portions of mitochondrial DNA and the Y chromosome, geneticists sought to present a comparative panorama of the geographic distribution and patterns of ancestry in the matrilineages and patrilineages of the Brazilian population. Echoing the extensive literature in population genetics in Brazil (including the discursive continuity referring to the composition of the Brazilian population as 'unique and fascinating' due to the high degree of miscegenation), the goal is to unveil, from the biological point of view, the history of the formation of the Brazilian people, emphasizing the country's socio-demographic reality vis-à-vis miscegenation.
There is another objective in 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil', namely to develop a dialogue of genetics with the social sciences in Brazil. Sérgio Pena and collaborators apparently adopted a successful strategy that ended up attracting considerable attention from social scientists, an uncommon phenomenon with the results of genetics and biological research. This strategy included references to some classical Brazilian authors in anthropology, sociology and history, like Darcy Ribeiro, Gilberto Freyre and Sérgio Buarque de Holanda, so as to situate genetics research as a potential in Ciência Hoje (Science Today), the monthly popular science magazine of the Brazilian Association for the Advancement of Science (Sociedade Brasileira para o Progresso da Ciência -SBPC). Two directly related articles presenting the detailed results to the scientific community appeared in the American Journal of Human Genetics (Alves- Carvalho-Silva et al., 2001) , in addition to a more recent article in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States (Parra et al., 2003) . The extensive repercussions of the research in Brazil are associated mainly with the article in Ciência Hoje.
The images and main subtitle, 'The Genetic Origins of Brazilians', on the cover of the issue of Ciência Hoje in which 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' was published, refer to the geneticists' work ( Figure 2 ). The main image is that of a modified Brazilian flag. Rather than the traditional national colors (green, yellow and blue, which, it is taught in Brazilian schools, symbolize the country's luxuriant forests, the wealth of gold and the sky's unparalleled beauty in the southern hemisphere), there appear hues which are closer to white, brown and red -perhaps an allusion to the classic white-black-Indian racial triad? The background composition is also noteworthy: a mosaic composed of tiny pictures (the well-known 3 by 4 cm photographs that are routinely used in identification documents in Brazil, like ID cards, working papers, etc.). The mosaic includes the faces of hundreds of women and men (almost always a woman with a man above, below and on the sides), with a wide variety of skin tones, types of hair and facial shapes. Through the image of a reconfigured flag, in April 2000, during the 500th anniversary of the 'discovery of Brazil', the exaltation of the nation occurred not through the green forests, the yellow gold and the blue sky, but through the human element, especially through the emphasis on miscegenation.
Leaving the cover and entering into the pages of the Ciência Hoje article, we observe that the sample of individuals investigated in 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' is much more circumscribed than the exuberant diversity of race and gender portrayed by the layout artist who produced the magazine cover. According to Pena et al. (2000: 20-1) , for logistic and theoretical reasons (determining matrilineages through mitochondrial DNA and patrilineages through the Y chromosome), they opted to study a sample of 200 men who classified themselves as white. The individuals were from four of Brazil's five socio-political and geographic macro-regions (north, northeast, southeast, and south). If 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' aims to understand the formation of the Brazilian population, why focus exclusively on whites? Two explanations are provided: first, according to IBGE (the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics, or National Census Bureau) data, 'whites' constitute more than half (51.6 percent) of the country's population; second, 'there are already several analyses on the proportion of European genes in black Brazilians . . . but no good study on the presence of Amerindian and African lineages in the white population' (Pena et al., 2000: 21) .
Pena and colleagues further report that the DNA samples were 'collected with the [subjects'] permission and coded to guarantee the complete anonymity' of 'unrelated individuals . . . chosen at random among university students and patients who submitted to paternity studies . . . principally middle and upper-middle class individuals ' (2000: 21) . In addition to the main sample of 200 individuals, for purposes of comparison the study also included an analysis of DNA from a set of 'white rural workers' from a poor region in the northern Minas Gerais state (the Jequitinhonha Valley). Alves- provide important additional information on the principal sample, that is, that '37 individuals were students or staff from our laboratory' (p. 445).
'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' and the other studies by this group of geneticists leave several questions open as to the classification procedures that were adopted. For example, no detailed information is provided on the geographic origin criterion, that is, whether the individuals were allocated according to place of birth, place of residence or both. What type of explanation was provided to potential participants, that is, were they informed a priori that the objective was to collect samples for a study on the genetic composition of 'whites' in Brazil, something that could act as either a positive or negative self-selection factor? How did individuals classify themselves? Was it through an interview conducted by an interviewer (in which case, who was it?) or by filling out a questionnaire? Were participants offered previously defined options, like the official categories used by the IBGE, i.e. white, black, brown, yellow and indigenous? Or was the question open, with the individuals' answers recoded in the system used by the IBGE? Were the same data collection procedures used for the men included in the study based on paternity tests and for the other 37 individuals who were students or lab technicians (and were thus immersed in the research environment itself)? What procedures were used to guarantee homogeneous classificatory criteria for the entire sample?
As for this last question, at least in relation to the 'white rural workers' analyzed in 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil', one notes that there was no homogeneity in the classificatory procedures, since they were not based on self-classification. Parra et al. (2003) present more information on this set of the individuals studied. The authors perform an extremely significant methodological exercise, to the extent that they combine techniques that were dear to 19th-century physical anthropology (typological and racialized, with its emphasis on morpho-anatomical evaluation of the human body) and ultramodern genomic methodologies, procedures that have generated one of the most solid theoretical and methodological bodies of evidence for challenging the biological validity of the race concept. They write:
Each individual was examined clinically and Color was established by using a multivariate evaluation based on skin color in the medial part of the arm, hair color and texture, and the shape of the nose and lips. The format of the nose and lips were determined by direct comparison with depicted models from a human morphological Atlas. Two health workers evaluated each individual. (Parra et al., 2003: 177) 3 These questions concerning the classificatory procedures used in 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' led us to the notion of 'social race', a concept widely discussed in the historical, sociological and anthropological (Wagley, 1965) . Such a notion refers to a concept of race heavily influenced by the socioeconomic characteristics of individuals, such that the perceptions and taxonomic schemata are heavily permeated by social relations, to the point of outweighing biological and genetic parameters. In this sphere, racial identity results from a confluence of situational and interactive factors, including education, income, social class, language and place of socialization, among others.
In the latter half of the 20th century, based on studies in various Latin American countries, and Brazil in particular, there emerged a rich literature on the concept of 'social race' (see review in Silva, 1994) . Among many other themes, anthropologists and sociologists have debated such aspects as the multiplicity of terms used in racial classification and the structuring elements of the so-called 'calculus of Brazilian racial identification' (including the indetermination, subjectivity and contextual dependence of its application), as well as the consequences of the adoption, by the state, of a particularly simplified system for classification of color/race (like white, black, brown, yellow and indigenous, used by the IBGE in 10-year censuses and in other population surveys) to characterize social dynamics that are associated with far more complex taxonomies.
What matters to us is to highlight some implications of the discussion on racial classification (and that of 'social race') in the case of 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil', because the study's procedures highlight a series of situational and relational factors with a potentially strong impact on racial self-classification. Briefly, the study included a sample of middle-and upper-middle-class white men, thus supposedly with schooling and good socioeconomic status, who are encouraged to self-declare their color/race in contexts (paternity clinics and university laboratories) that are predominantly frequented by elite whites. The anthropological and sociological literature demonstrates that this array of factors can favor the 'whitening' of answers concerning racial classification.
For example, let us consider the relationship between the racial classification ascribed to a given individual (by himself or by his peers) and his socioeconomic status. For many years, various studies in Brazil (now considered classics, such as those by Marvin Harris, Oracy Nogueira and Charles Wagley) have emphasized the close association between perception of racial affiliation on the one hand and schooling and income on the other. This pattern has been confirmed in recent research by Silva (1994) and Telles (2002) . In both, the color/race of the interviewees was classified both by the interviewer and the interviewees (self-classification). Telles (2002) analyzed data from a survey based on a stratified national random sample conducted in 1995 and which included approximately 5000 residents in cities from various regions of Brazil, having concluded that 'greater education has a whitening effect ' (2002: 435) . Silva (1994) [associated with education and income] . . . in Brazil, not only does money whiten, but inversely, poverty also darkens' (emphasis in the original).
As indicated above, the information on the context and the racial classification procedures furnished by the geneticists is generally lacking in detail. At times not even the racial categories reported by the study participants are specified, although it is supposed that they are the same as those used by the IBGE. The limited detail becomes even more evident as compared to the plethora of information on the procedures used in other parts of the research, ranging from the minutiae of laboratory procedures immediately after drawing the blood samples to the sequencing methods and statistical procedures used in the phylogeographic analysis. While there is comparability in the procedures for genomic analysis between the various samples, the same can not be said about the procedures for classification of color/race.
Phylogeography and history of the Brazilian people
The studies linked to the 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' (Alves- Carvalho-Silva et al., 2001; Pena et al., 2000) present a considerable volume of results. Our interest here is to retrieve the set of information that had a particular impact on the public environment.
In the investigation of DNA and Y chromosome polymorphisms, 10 haplogroups were identified, the two most frequent of which were haplogroup 1 (54 percent) and haplogroup 2 (18 percent), totaling 72 percent of the entire sample. While haplogroup 1 has been observed with high frequencies in Europe and is not present in Africa or Japan, haplogroup 2 is present not only in Europe but also in Africa and Asia. Carvalho- Silva et al. (2001) also emphasize the absence or low frequency of haplogroups 18 (0 percent) and AF (0.5 percent), which are frequent in Amerindians and sub-Saharan Africa, respectively. The conclusion is that '. . . the vast majority of Y chromosomes in white Brazilian males, regardless of their regional source, is of European origin, with a very low frequency of sub-Saharan African chromosomes and a complete absence of Amerindian contributions' (Carvalho- Silva et al., 2001: 285) .
The results of mitochondrial DNA analyses point to a more complex picture, having resulted in 170 different HVS-I haplotypes, which are grouped in three haplogroups of Amerindian origin (with a predominance of haplogroups A and B), eight of African (predominance of L3e, L2, and L1c) and ten of European origin (predominance of H and U). According to Alves-Silva et al. (2000: 454) , '. . . the total sample revealed as much as 33 percent Amerindian and 28 percent African contribution to the total mtDNA pool ' (2000: 454) , that is, '. . . an astonishingly high matrilineal contribution of Amerindians and Africans' in the white Brazilian men studied. . . . the first Portuguese immigrants did not bring their women, and historical records indicate that they very quickly began a process of miscegenation with indigenous women. With the coming of slaves beginning in the latter half of the 16th century, miscegenation extended to the African women. (Pena et al., 2000: 25) In terms of results, what emerges from 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' is a corroboration (which is difficult to imagine as being more powerful and evident) of the miscegenated nature of the sample of self-classified white Brazilians, since the majority (approximately 60 percent) of the matrilineages are of Amerindian or African origin. 4 While in the two articles published in the American Journal of Human Genetics the authors focus mainly on molecular genetics and phylogeographic aspects, in the monthly popular magazine Ciência Hoje they spare no effort in identifying the potential social and political implications of the research for the struggle against racism in Brazil:
Brazil is certainly not a 'racial democracy'. . . . It could be naïve on our part, but we would like to believe that if the many white Brazilians who have Amerindian and African mitochondrial DNA became aware of this, they would be more inclined to value the exuberant genetic diversity of our people, and perhaps build a more just and harmonious society in the 21st century. (Pena et al., 2000: 25) Criticizing the 'Portrait': are there whites in Brazil?
In the fields of biological anthropology and human biology, one area that is heavily impregnated by genomics focuses on the study of patterns in human biological variability. In this field, genomics has not only consolidated certain theoretical positions, but has also led to a theoretical and methodological diversification and sophistication in the research.
The critique of the concept of 'race' based on population genetics and neo-Darwinism dates back many decades. Its influence was present, for example, during the drafting of the first UNESCO declarations on race in the 1950s (Barkan, 1992: 341-6; Haraway, 1989 Haraway, : 197-203, 1997 Maio, 2002; Santos, 1996) . More recently, analyses based on genomic information have strengthened the critique of the race concept, demonstrating that it is heuristically unsatisfactory for describing the biological variability of human populations (Kittles and Weiss, 2003; Marshall, 1998; Owens and King, 1999; Templeton, 1999) . Meanwhile, the study of evolutionary processes in the human species and in evolutionarily proximate species gained noteworthy impulse with the dissemination of DNA sequencing technologies. There are now powerful methods to verify the relations between origin, dispersion or extinction of genes in populations and the role of demographic, social and ecological factors in evolutionary dynamics, constituting an important share of the research on human biological diversity (Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1994; Kittles and Weiss, 2003; Marks, 1995) .
'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' belongs to this influential tradition of studies on human biological variability that flourished in the second half of the 20th century. Our interest here is to identify another interface between 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' and certain studies on genomic diversity conducted in various other parts of the world, i.e. parallels in the ways the results are received by individuals or communities directly or indirectly involved in the research. There is proximity here with questions raised by Brodwin (2002) concerning the relations between authority, genetics, collective identities and essentialism. The latter author asks why the evidence from genetics is so easily accepted by some groups and viewed with extreme suspicion by others. The answer lies in the intricate correlation of contexts and interests that may come to confer (or deny) legitimacy and authority to science in dealing with social issues.
A good example is the Human Genome Diversity Project (HGDP). This project was proposed by the influential geneticist Luigi Cavalli-Sforza and collaborators in the early 1990s and aimed, inter alia, to establish a large collection of DNA and cell cultures from populations (generally autochthonous) from a wide variety of places in the world to conduct comparative studies on genomic variability (Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1991) . The project was also justified as a way of combating racism, since it would demonstrate biological affinities among the most diverse human groups. For a series of reasons, the HGDP proposal was not well-received, especially by indigenous peoples and nongovernmental organizations, and it was thus not conducted as originally designed (Cunningham, 1998; Haraway, 1997: 244-53; Marks, 2001; Santos, 2002b Santos, , 2003 . The many sources of tension included negative repercussions of the project's justifications as to the importance of collecting the samples before a large proportion of these groups disappeared or mixed. Another point was related to research ethics, including the fear that property rights might not be guaranteed in cases where genes with economic potential were identified, an issue leading to accusations of bio-colonialism.
Over the course of the 1990s, the HGDP was also challenged by indigenous leaders concerning the legitimacy of 'narratives' that might be constructed on the basis of genomic research (for example, see Friedlaender [1996] for different points of view). The backdrop in this case was a critique of science, and of anthropology in particular, produced under systems of domination in the colonial past. From this perspective, in some circles, the establishment of DNA collections and cell cultures echoed the collecting practices of museums of natural history and other institutional apparatuses in the central countries, a characteristic of European colonialism from the 18th century onward (for example, see Mead, 1996) -creating a 'human gene museum', in the words of Marks (2002: 198-218) . Others questioned the relevance of native peoples participating in a kind of research which would take Western perspectives to generate information on origins and history that might be alien to emic interpretations. At various moments there was intense confrontation between the proponents and critics of the HGDP concerning the issues linked to the legitimacy of genetics as a source of information on identity and history. At an international bioethics conference in 1996, a scientist affiliated with the HGDP, upon explaining his objectives, reportedly stated that 'We are going to tell these peoples who they really are.' Debra Harry, an activist from the Paiute ethnic group in North America, rebutted: 'I know who I really am -shall I tell you who you really are?' (Marks, 2001 (Marks, , 2002 . Along the same lines, Aroha Mead Te Pareake, a Maori leader from New Zealand, wrote: 'The HGDP's objective to use DNA analysis to examine indigenous histories of migration is seen as terra nullius racism revisited. . . . As indigenous Pacific Island peoples we oppose the HGDP. Our oral histories, prayers and traditional chants demonstrate our origins' (Mead, 1996: 49) . 5 Although also based on genomics and focused on the analysis of factors involved in the production of biological diversity, 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' is a study with many differences in relation to the HGDP, whether from the point of view of geography, the populations involved, the ethical clashes, the scope of the explanations (local, national and international) or its reception by society. The Brazilian study received wide and generally positive coverage by the Brazilian media. Yet there were discordant voices from certain social segments which, among other aspects, manifested concern over the potential effect of the 'narrative' produced by genomics vis-à-vis miscegenation.
Black movement activist Athayde Motta wrote four highly critical articles concerning the research by Pena and collaborators which appeared in the on-line publication Afirma: Revista Negra Online (http://www.afirma. inf.br). Three main points were emphasized: the proximity between 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' and what were considered erroneous and anachronistic interpretations of Brazilian history and society; a questioning of the importance of genetics in the definition of collective identities; and the impacts of the genetic results on the implementation of public policies to combat racism.
In the article 'Genética para as massas' (Genetics for the masses), Motta (2000a) (4) ['Molecular Portrait of Brazil'] . . . is not far from the colonial portrait of a country initially formed by indigenous populations and white men and later by indigenous and black populations as well as more white men than white women. Considering that it was the Portuguese who had the habit of brutalizing indigenous and black slave women, the research confirms genetically what was already known by anyone with a minimum of critical sense concerning Brazil.
Motta's line of argument also attempts to debunk genetic evidence from demarcating identities and defining sociability patterns in Brazil:
['Molecular Portrait of Brazil'] can provide some fuel for those who like to claim that there are no whites in Brazil, but it is not genetics that will make this possible. Within the patterns of racial and cultural relations in our society, the definition of 'being white' is far from a question of genetics or biology. (2000a) There are fascinating differences in perceptions at play here, none of which is necessarily less valid, considering the respective contexts of their genesis. Such differences are related to the weight of particular evidence in the justification of realities and the resulting implications for processes of social transformation. When they comment that '. . . we would like to believe that if the many white Brazilians who have Amerindian and African mitochondrial DNA became aware of this, they would be more inclined to value the exuberant genetic diversity of our people, and perhaps build a more just and harmonious society in the 21st century' (Pena et al., 2000: 25) , the geneticists appear to suggest that the awareness of biological inheritance (and in particular that located in recondite parts of the body, at the molecular level, and therefore not accessible to common citizens' daily sensory experience) could be sufficient to alter individual behaviors and social practices. Meanwhile, Motta disregards the importance of such criteria valued by the geneticists, calling attention to the preeminence of classificatory criteria coupled with other levels of social and cultural experience. He asks: 'Has something changed [since the publication of 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil']? Have white Brazilians become less white in their own perception or that of society as a whole?' (Motta, 2000b) . Even so, Motta refers quite positively to the genetic evidence when the issue relates to research that may potentially reveal data concerning the origins of African Americans and strengthen identities. In 'Genética para uma nova história' (Genetics for a new history) he makes the following comment concerning recent research in molecular genetics in the United States: 'To the extent that the DNA database increases, it is expected to help present-day African Americans find their past through comparison of gene sequences that appear in the populations currently living in various parts of Africa' (Motta, 2000b) . In other words, he defends '. . . the use of scientific knowledge for the good . . . of blacks' (Motta, 2002 ).
Motta's sharpest critique of 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' relates to the possible implications of genetic data for (public) policy purposes. Although After all, what is at stake?
An anti-racialist set of ideals had a marked presence on the agenda of the fight against racism in various parts of the world in the latter half of the 20th century. Such an agenda emphasized the notion that the concept of race is not scientifically valid, and is thus hardly useful for describing human biological diversity. Based on that emphasis, it was thus to be expected that some of the most important conceptual foundations would be weakened (such as the existence of races) that had led to the occurrence of discriminatory treatment and the reproduction of social inequalities based on race (Barkan, 1992: 341-6; Haraway, 1989 Haraway, : 197-203, 1997 . In the Brazilian case, the agenda of the fight against racism was not only fed by international trends -such as the above-mentioned UNESCO declarations on race, anti-racialist par excellence -but also gained support from interpretations of Brazilian culture in relation to the classification systems.
According to Antônio Sérgio Guimarães (1999: 152-3) , the notion of 'racial democracy' in Brazil, in addition to the backing provided by influential sociological and anthropological works like Freyre's Casa Grande & Senzala, has important underpinnings in these same aspects related to the complexity of the racial classification system. One way or another, as he states, '[the fact is that] the studies of the classification systems disseminated the idea that there is no clear rule for racial affiliation in Brazil . . . but that . . . classification is based on the person's physical appearance ' (1999: 151) . Consequently, with no unequivocal criterion for color classification, the idea is that there would be limited possibilities for discriminating against someone on the basis of race or color.
The complexity of the racial classification system in Brazil is a hot issue in the debates on the operationalization of demographic data-collection procedures in the country (Schwartzman, 1999) , including the censuses, which always have important implications for characterizing the country's socioeconomic reality. Thus, it has already been highlighted that, under the military dictatorship that controlled the country from 1964 to 1985, and especially during the period of the so-called 'economic miracle' in the early 1970s, the official contention was that racial problems did not exist in Brazil. Racism and racial inequalities were not recognized as relevant issues by the authoritarian regime. In the 1970 census the 'race' item was eliminated, and was reintroduced in the 1980 thanks to pressure from intellectuals and social movements (Andrews, 1991; Hasenbalg, 1996) .
In the context of democratization of Brazilian society after the demise of the military regime, not only did the black movement reorganize and gain greater visibility, but there was also an expansion of academic research identifying racial disparities, like the work of Carlos Hasenbalg and Nelson do Valle Silva. Especially beginning in the 1990s, some segments of the black movement began to view a racialized anti-racist agenda as a key form of action in the struggle for a more just society. During the Fernando Henrique Cardoso administration (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) , the existence of racism in Brazil was officially recognized, which helped expand the discussion to spark several affirmative action policy initiatives in Brazil (inspired by the North American model), aimed at combating racial discrimination (on this issue, see Guimarães, 1997; Souza, 1997) . Guimarães (1999 Guimarães ( , 2000 points out that this move towards strengthening a racialized, bipolar definition of Brazilian society approaches the notions of 'multi-racialism' and 'multiculturalism', condemning universalist and assimilationist models akin to the ideas of miscegenation.
It is important to point out that in the Brazilian academic world, and in the field of anthropology in particular, there are authors who disagree with the above-mentioned premises and strategies (DaMatta, 1997; Fry, 2000; Góes, 2001) . The challenges go beyond questioning the existence (or lack) of an ideology of racial democracy in association with prejudice and discrimination; it is widely recognized that there is in fact a kind of 'Brazilian style of racism ' (DaMatta, 1981 ' (DaMatta, : 58-85, 1997 . More substantive parts of the argument, inspired by various appropriations of authors like Gilberto Freyre, refer to the need to not lose sight of Brazil's historical and cultural specificities vis-à-vis the dimensions of race and race relations and consequently the strategies for social action to be implemented in confronting prejudice and discrimination. They thus question the attempt at 'construction of segmentations' in race relations, considered largely alien to Brazilian society. Such strategies, according to these critics, are based on the importation of models for social and political action from other contexts and countries (the United States, for example), the historical and sociological configurations of which differ from those of Brazilian society (DaMatta, 1997; Fry, 2000) . As an alternative, they recommend redistributive policies of a universal nature (like the expansion and better funding of the public educational system), as opposed to particularist and racialized views of public policies matters. Based partially on Bourdieu and Wacquant (1998), Fry (2000: 84) refers to the situation as the product of a 'cultural imperialism' which transforms (racial) categories and strategies that are specific to a given context (i.e. the United States) into supposedly being 'natural, universal, and true' for any and all situations, including that of Brazil, generating a situation of 'symbolic violence'. case of doubts as to whether a given individual is black or not, the person 'can be submitted to tests'. In the debates in the state of Rio de Janeiro, which passed a state law reserving 40 percent of the places in state public universities for browns (pardos) and blacks (pretos), the definition of race/color has led to controversy. Then-State Secretary of Science and Technology Wanderley de Souza, a scientist from the field of biomedicine, stated that 'my main difficulty is to determine who is black and brown in Brazil'. To solve the issue, Souza announced that he would set up a commission to regulate the law, including geneticists, anthropologists and militants from the black movement. On that occasion, Edna Roland commented, 'I think it's absurd to consult specialists in biology or genetics.' Attorney Hédio Silva Júnior, a specialist in race legislation, took a stance against the 'genetic criterion' (DaEscóssia, 2001: D14) .
With the actual implementation of a quota system in Brazil, it is likely that arguments on ancestry and descent based on genetics will be brought into play, whether to strengthen or undermine given positions. In January 2003, the results were expected from the first admissions exams for state public universities in Rio de Janeiro which had reserved 40 percent of the places for blacks and browns. The press reported that the respective administrations of these universities were already preparing to deal with possible lawsuits by white students who considered themselves in jeopardy from the quota system (Fernandes, 2003) , which in fact occurred on a broad scale during the subsequent months (Cesar, 2003) . 7 Significantly, on the occasion of this first admissions exam in Brazil with racial quotas, a genetic argument was already added, along the lines of 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' (perhaps based on a direct reading of the article or through the coverage of it by the mainstream press). Such was the case of a female applicant who, perhaps doubting that her physical appearance would make her eligible for the quota system, declared, 'I have the typical Brazilian mixture of DNA: Portuguese, black, and Indian. I wasn't sure, but I opted to declare myself brown [parda]' (França, 2003: 71) . No less significant was a statement by José Roberto Pinto de Góes, history professor at the State University of Rio de Janeiro (UERJ) and an ardent critic of the quota system adopted by the institution. While emphasizing historical, cultural and social aspects of the 'Africanness' of the Brazilian people (both whites and non-whites), his argument can be interpreted, on a level that transcends national specificity, as also reverberating the dimension of genetic 'brotherhood' in the human species and its African (biological) origin: 'If you're an applicant in the next admissions exams for UERJ, declare yourself black or brown. It's your right. You won't be lying. You may not know it, but you're also half-African. We're all offspring of Africa, whatever the color of our skin' (Góes, 2003: 7) .
We will have to wait some time to better evaluate how genetic arguments may or may not continue to be added to this thorny discussion about the implementation of a quota system in Brazil. Albeit ironically, historian Manolo Florentino, in the conclusion to an article about Gilberto Freyre, whom he considers a hidden interlocutor in the discussion on quotas, stated: '. . . a word of advice to the "whites" who fail the public admissions exams under the aegis of the quotas: take "Molecular Portrait of Brazil" and demand the blacks' places' (Florentino, 2002: 4) . On an even broader scale, one perceives the emergence of associations (like 'our miscegenation has a DNA test') which use the results of the genetic research to challenge the very notion of implementing racial quotas in Brazil (see Góes, 2002) .
Genomics and race, laboratory techniques, and political acts Paul Brodwin (2002) is emphatic in referring to the relations between the development of genetic technologies, society and the construction of identities in the contemporary world: '. . . tracing our ancestry -via a pattern of particular alleles, or mutations on the Y chromosome or in mitochondrial DNA -has become not just a laboratory technique, but a political act' (p. 324). In the context of valorizing genetics ('science as the ultimate guarantor of truth', p. 328), historically acknowledged identity patterns may either gain even greater legitimacy or be discarded by the results of sequencing, and other propositions may also emerge that were previously unrecognized by society. The premises and repercussions, whatever the answers provided by genetics, are multiple and significant: Which social agents order genetic tests, and who provides the samples? Who interprets the results, and who publicizes them? In which contexts are the new interpretations released to the public? How will they be utilized? As highlighted by Brodwin, 'Emerging genetic knowledge thus has the potential to transform contemporary notions of social coherence and group identity . . . what is at stake is also personal esteem and self-worth, group cohesion, access to resources, and the redressing of historical injustice ' (2002: 324) .
As we have seen over the course of this article, the debate surrounding the reception of 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' presents various elements which, as argued by Brodwin, are inherent to the discussions on the application of certain genetic technologies beyond specific national borders. In the case of the Brazilian research we can add what Fry (2000) , in a discussion on politics, nationality and the meaning of race in Brazil (which applies to broader contexts, beyond the Brazilian specificities), refers to as 'tensions between taxonomies', that is, the conflict between the postBoasian position that race is not a biological reality, but a historical and social artifact, and the persistently continuous and growing presence of race as an underlying principle in the formation of social categories and groups. The debates sparked by 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' refer to themes well beyond biology in the narrow sense, like the authority and legitimacy of genetics in the definition of collective identities in the 370 Critique of Anthropology 24 (4) modern world, the convergence or divergence of models in the interpretation of Brazilian history and contemporary reality, and the directions taken by public policy-making and policy implementation.
In the intersection between history, politics and science, 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' can be seen as the application, to a particular case, of a form of universalism with significant ramifications in the biological sciences in the latter half of the 20th century. Particularly through an alliance between this scientific tradition and an anti-racialist perspective, the research by the Brazilian geneticists is a spin-off of complex interweaving between science and politics that marked the decades following the Second World War. As highlighted by Donna Haraway, evolutionary theory and population genetics, linked through the so-called 'modern evolutionary synthesis' that emerged from the 1930s onward, played a fundamental role in the struggle against racism, contributing to the birth of the proposal of a 'post-World War II universal man, biologically certified for equality and rights to full citizenship ' (1989: 199) . While the Nazi regime had been based on the 'doctrine of inequality of men and races', the group of geneticists that advised UNESCO in drafting the first declarations on race shared a 'biological humanism' that emphasized cooperation and human dignity, among other aspects (Haraway, 1989 (Haraway, : 199, 1997 . The anti-racialism of 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' is heir to this influential and universalist tradition that marked a significant portion of the research on human biological variability over the course of the latter half of the 20th century. Within this perspective, the 'Brazilian men and women' presented by the geneticists, once free from racist perspectives and aware of their biology, would be in a better condition to seek equity and full citizenship for themselves and their peers.
The debate around 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' is also relevant for the reflections on the role of scientific knowledge and technologies derived from it in relation to forms of mediation of social and political relations in the modern world. Paul Rabinow, in his well-known work 'Artificiality and Enlightenment: From Sociobiology to Biosociality', argues that 'in the future, the new genetics will cease to be a biological metaphor for modern society and will become a circulation network of identity terms and restriction loci, around which and through which a truly new type of autoproduction will emerge, which I call "biosociality" ' (1992: 241) . In our opinion, beyond a reconstruction of the history of Brazil through genes, 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' can be interpreted as a proposal for (bio)sociability mediated by genomics. By proposing that the many white Brazilians, once aware that they have Amerindian and African mitochondrial DNA, would tend to value the genetic diversity of their own country more and would build a more just and harmonious society, the geneticists suggest parameters for identities and means for transforming social relations mediated by biology, more specifically by genomics.
The results of the genetic research, considered by the geneticists as propitious for the construction of democratic possibilities, were grasped and/or translated differently by other segments involved in the debate on race and race relations in Brazil. There are those who contend that what prevails in Brazil is an 'archaic and perverse' system of race relations which ends up disguising the existence of discrimination and prejudice, favoring the persistence of inequalities. The anti-racialism emphasized by genetics, as expressed in 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil', is viewed as undermining the possibility of collective identities needed to organize resistance against oppression. Compartmentalization, polarization, antagonism and conflicts, with a view to strengthening racial identities, are modalities of sociability to be implemented in political actions aimed at combating racism, as in the experience of other countries.
Concomitantly, but in another direction, the view offered by 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil', although not necessarily accepted in its biological bias, met with broad acceptance in other circles in Brazil due especially to its implications. Even though it is increasingly evident that Brazil is not a 'racial democracy', as the socioeconomic statistics indicate, there remains the view of a racially and culturally hybrid country. Valued by broad segments of Brazilian society, according to this perception, precise compartmentalizations are hardly discernible and thus largely lead to the neutralization of well-demarcated racial identities. With the authority and valorization conferred by genomics, the picture outlined by 'Molecular Portrait of Brazil' both approaches and provides backing for this watershed, even though the geneticists reiterate the limited relevance of the race concept in the biological sense. In light of the results of research on the genomic origins of Brazilians, social anthropologists in Brazil, who have usually proved reticent in approaching biology, go to the point of voicing their view indicating that the traditional Brazilian way of dealing with the racial issue can be said to approach the discourse of genetics, with the recognition and valorization of racial mixture (Fry, 2004) . In particular, the narratives on the (bio)history of the formation of the Brazilian people produced by genomics serves a deeply rooted social imagination that views miscegenation as a positive and defining element in Brazil's identity as a nation. mucous cells from two of Freyre's grandchildren and concluded that the author of Casa-Grande & Senzala was the descendent of Sephardic Jews (Bloch, 2002; Jardim, 2000) . These results attracted the attention of the press, since they saw in this case a contradiction between what was revealed by genetics and some supposedly anti-Semitic concepts in Freyre's work. In other words, as if 'genetic identities' could be derived 'naturally' (or 'genetically') coupled with certain ethical and moral positions. Freyre's purported anti-Semitism is the object of controversy, as more in-depth analyses indicate (Maio, 1999; Needell, 1995; Stycer, 1995) . 7 Through an analysis of letters published in the Rio de Janeiro press, Maggie and Fry (2004) attempted to reconstruct various public opinion positions concerning the implementation of quotas for accessing university education. They argue that an important source of tension, but certainly not the only one, was that the initiative had basically been drafted, voted and implemented from the top down, without a broader debate.
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